Lean Coffee: Espresso Style

Aaron Rusty Lloyd
Agile 2019 – Lightning Talk
Let’s Give Our Lean Coffee a Shot of Espresso!

1. Communicate & Set Expectations
2. Organize the Topics
3. Facilitate, Facilitate, Facilitate!
4. Switch up Roles and Groups
5. Get Creative
Communicate and Set Expectations

Clear Expectations + Clear Communication = Clear Outcome
Organize the Topics
Facilitate, Facilitate, Facilitate!
Switch up Roles and Groups
How many projects do you work on at once?
Now It’s Your Turn!

• What ONE thing could you do to change your Lean Coffee to be more productive?
• How would YOU implement that idea?
• WHO is the essential part of the Lean Coffee?
• Don’t forget about the WHY of the Lean Coffee! Stay Simple, Collaborate and get Ideas!